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Abstract

Aim: To evaluate healing response at strut-level and cross-section level after implan-

ting an ultra-thin strut, everolimus-eluting stent with biodegradable polymer

(Tetrilimus) using optical coherence tomography (OCT) at 3 and 6 months.

Methods: This was prospective, multi-centre, single-arm, and investigator-

initiated study performed at seven Indian sites between January, 2017 and

September, 2018. OCT evaluations were performed in 57 patients who under-

went Tetrilimus stent implantation. Follow-up OCT was scheduled at 3 months

for first 16 patients and at 6 months for 41 patients. Primary outcomes included

degree of strut coverage, malapposition and thickness of neointimal hyperplasia

(NIH) over covered struts.

Results: Sixty one Tetrilimus stents were implanted to treat 59 lesions in 57 patients.

Paired (baseline and follow-up) OCT data was available for 12 patients and

30 patients at 3 and 6 months, respectively. At 3 months, rapid early healing was

indicated by 95.48% covered struts per lesion with very low (0.11 ± 0.06 mm) NIH.

At 6 months, NIH accumulation was greater (0.21 ± 0.07 mm) as compared to

3 months. 99.77% of struts per lesion were covered at 6 months. There was a very

symmetrical healing as shown by very low eccentricity index. There was no differ-

ence in vascular healing between stents with small to moderate size vessels

(≤3.00 mm) and large size vessels (>3.00 mm).

Conclusion: Present study demonstrated nearly complete endothelization and low

NIH accumulation at 3 and 6 months following implantation of ultra-thin strut

everolimus-eluting biodegradable polymer-coated Tetrilimus stent. Moreover,
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though being an ultra-thin strut stent, there was no difference in vascular healing

and eccentricity after implantation of the Tetrilimus stents with smaller and larger

diameters.

K E YWORD S

drug-eluting stent, everolimus, optical coherence tomography, percutaneous coronary
intervention

1 | INTRODUCTION

The drug-eluting stent (DES) has become a standard treatment for

coronary artery disease and its technology is steadily being improved

for better outcomes. The improvement has been related to changes

in the polymer characteristics, type of drug and drug release pat-

terns, stent platforms and designs, and very importantly reduction in

the strut thickness. In this aspect, the use of everolimus in stents

with ultra-thin struts has been a recent advancement. Many studies

quote the superiority of using everolimus over sirolimus in DES.1,2

Moreover, there have been various literatures stating advantages of

lower strut thickness.3-5 But to the best of our knowledge, there has

been no previous study that combines the everolimus drug with

ultra-thin strut (60 μm) stent, which may have advantages of supe-

rior combination. Presently there is no available data pertaining to

the healing pattern of everolimus coated ultra-thin struts (60 μm),

and there have been concerns about ultra-thin struts with regards to

uniformity of expansion, optimum radial strength, and appropriate

apposition.6

Inappropriate apposition in acute situation may result into

delayed malapposition, recoil and higher rate of neointimal

growth. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) done acutely/post

implantation can reveal symmetry of expansion and can document

immediate malapposition or inadequate apposition in ultra-thin

strut stent. To our knowledge this is the first study designed to

assess immediate results and also healing patterns in two different

time frames of 3 and 6 months from implantation. The OCT analy-

sis at implantation and also at follow-up gives clear idea on sym-

metry of expansion and adequacy of apposition of ultra-thin

struts.

Further, there are OCT and clinical data of other ultra-thin strut

stents, pertaining largely to Orsiro sirolimus-eluting stent (Biotronik

AG, Buelach, Switzerland), however which does not have ultra-thin

strut thickness in diameters >3.00 mm.7 Tetrilimus has the ultra-thin

strut thickness (60 μm) to date for the entire size matrix (2.0 to

4.5 mm diameter). Since our study has no exclusion criteria of diame-

ter, probably this study is the only study with OCT outcomes of ultra-

thin struts in larger vessels (>3.00 mm). Thus, the present study aimed

to evaluate healing response at strut-level and cross-section level of

new everolimus-eluting ultra-thin stent (60 μm) with biodegradable

polymer, Tetrilimus (Sahajanand Medical Technologies Pvt. Ltd., Surat,

India), by means of serial OCT analysis at 3 and 6 months after

implantation.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study design and population

The “evaluation of the Tetrilimus everolimus-eluting coronary stent by

OCT” (EverOCT) study is a prospective, multi-centre, single-arm, and

investigator-initiated study performed between January, 2017 and

September, 2018 at seven different Indian sites. A total of 57 patients

who were planned to undergo percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)

and had accepted to be treated with Tetrilimus stent were enrolled in

the study. In order to study the healing pattern, the OCT evaluation was

performed in all patients at the time of procedure after implantation of

Tetrilimus stent. First 16 patients were assigned for OCT follow-up at

3 months (Group 1) after the index procedure and the follow-up of

remaining 41 patients was conducted at 6 months (Group 2). Post-hoc

analysis was performed to evaluate the difference between OCT out-

comes with stents of diameter ≤ 3.00 mm and > 3.00 mm.

The details of eligibility criteria of the study are presented in Data

S1. In brief, the inclusion criteria were: ≥18 years of age; documented

stable angina pectoris or silent ischemia or unstable angina pectoris.

The study protocol was approved by Institutional Ethics Committees

of all the centres and all patients had provided the informed consent

before recruiting in the study. This study is registered with Clinical Tri-

als Registry—India (CTRI/2017/03/008032).

2.2 | Study device and interventional procedure

The specifications of Tetrilimus stent have been mentioned in detail pre-

viously.8 It is a cobalt-chromium platform DES, coated on both surfaces

with a mixture of biodegradable polymers like poly-L-lactide (PLLA),

poly-L-lactide-co-caprolactone (PLCL), poly vinyl pyrrolidone (PVP). This

matrix carries and controls the release of the drug, which is loaded at a

concentration of 1.0 μg/mm2 on stent. Nearly 80% of everolimus is

released from Tetrilimus within 1 month, while the remaining portion

releases at a slower rate for about 3 months. The interventional proce-

dures were performed as per the current clinical guidelines.9

2.3 | OCT analysis

The analyses of the OCT images were performed at an independent

Intravascular Imaging Core Laboratory at Cardiovascular Research
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Centre in Sao Paulo, Brazil. All images were acquired with commer-

cially available frequency-domain OCT systems (C7 XR™ or Ilumien

Optis™, St. Jude Medical, St. Paul, MN). The C7 XR™ system acquires

100 frames per second along a maximum pullback length of 54 mm.

The Ilumien Optis™ system acquires 180 frames per second along a

pullback length of 54 mm (18 mm/s of pullback speed; frame interval

of 0.1 mm) or 75 mm (36 mm/s of pullback speed; frame interval of

0.2 mm). All OCT analyses were performed on the raw OCT images

with commercially validated software for offline analysis (QIVUS ver-

sion 3.0, Medis Medical Imaging, Leiden, The Netherlands).

Basic concepts and definitions that form the basis for the current

analysis are based on the Consensus Standards for Acquisition, Mea-

surement, and Reporting of Intravascular OCT Studies, and previously

published methodologies.10,11

Prior to any measurement, image calibration through adjustment

of the Z-offset parameter was performed starting distal to the region

of interest, and repeated as many times as necessary along the pull-

back run to ensure accuracy of the measurements taken. The first and

last frames in which stent struts could be seen occupying at least four

quadrants of the cross-sectional circumference were considered the

landmark to define the beginning and end of stents, respectively.

After adjusting for the pullback speed, cross-sections were analyzed

at 0.6 mm longitudinal intervals throughout the treated segment.

2.4 | Study endpoints

The primary study endpoints were strut-level and cross-section level

parameters, including proportion of covered struts, degree of

neointimal hyperplasia (NIH) over covered struts, proportion of

malapposed struts, incomplete stent apposition (ISA) area and volume,

at 3 and 6 months follow-up. The secondary endpoints were OCT-

derived measures of neointimal growth, ISA and any incidence of

major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE) (defined as cardiac

death, myocardial infarction [MI], target lesion revascularization [TLR],

and stent thrombosis [ST]), defined per standardized definitions.12

2.5 | Statistical analysis

The categorical variables were presented as counts and percentages,

assessed by Pearson's Chi-squared test or Fisher's exact test. The con-

tinuous variables were presented as mean ± SD and compared using

repeated analysis of variance or linear models and student's t-test for

normally distributed data and skewed distribution used generalized

linear models with Gamma or Inverse-normal distributions. Thus, to

take into account the clustered design of the data linear mixed models

considering random effects for lesion, cross-sections, and struts were

applied as appropriate. Post-hoc analysis was performed to evaluate

the difference between OCT outcomes with stents of diameter

≤3.00 mm and >3.00 mm. The statistical significance was set at the

2-tailed 0.05 level. The analyses were performed with the R software

version 3.4.0. (R Core Team, 2017, Vienna, Austria).

3 | RESULTS

A total of 57 patients were included in the study with 61 stents

implanted to treat 59 lesions in 58 vessels. Of these, 16 patients

treated with 18 stents in 17 lesions from 16 vessels were scheduled

to undergo 3 months OCT follow-up. In this cohort, two cases had

non-analyzable postprocedure OCT images due to significant artifacts,

and two patients discontinued the study and were thus excluded from

the analysis. As a result, paired postprocedure and 3 months follow-

up OCT images were available for 13 lesions in 12 vessels, treated

with 14 stents in 12 patients.

The 6 months cohort comprised the remaining 41 patients who

had 42 lesions in 42 vessels treated with 43 stents. Ten patients with-

drew consent and discontinued the study and one patient's OCT

images were inadequate and therefore OCT was not considered for

analysis. Thus, the population with adequate images for the paired

postprocedure and 6 months follow-up analysis consisted of

30 patients with 31 lesions in 31 vessels treated with 32 stents.

Figure 1 presents a flowchart containing the numbers of patients

included in each cohort of the study together with the number of

cases excluded and the reasons for exclusions.

Baseline clinical and lesion characteristics of the study population

are presented in Table 1. No patient had significant calcium as defined

by standard OCT criteria. The tables detailing cross-section and strut

level data for lesions with unpaired OCT analysis at postprocedure

and follow-ups have been provided in Data S2. In the overall 3 months

cohort population, 430.54 ± 202.2 struts were analyzed per lesion

postprocedure and 425.08 ± 187.99 struts analyzed per lesion at

3 months. Over the course of 3 months there was accumulation of a

small amount of NIH, with a mean area of 0.93 ± 0.68 mm2. At

3 months, the frequency of covered struts per lesion was 95.48

± 5.99% with a very thin (0.11 ± 0.06 mm) neointimal tissue overlying

such struts.

Over the course of 6 months, the NIH accumulated on top of the

struts averaged 1.74 ± 0.73 mm2, resulting in an obstruction of

the stent area of 24.56 ± 9.09%. At 6 months virtually all struts were

covered (frequency of covered struts per lesion: 99.77 ± 0.45%) with

mean NIH thickness of 0.21 ± 0.07 mm.

No significant differences were observed in the number of struts

analyzed per lesion or per cross-section in the 3 and 6 months

cohorts. The proportion of covered struts per lesion significantly

improved from 95.48 ± 5.99% at 3 months to 99.77 ± 0.45% at

6 months. There was as increment in NIH thickness in Group 2 (0.11

± 0.06 mm vs. 0.21 ± 0.07 mm). Tables 2 and 3 present comparisons

for the cross-section and strut level data for lesions with paired OCT

analysis at postprocedure and follow-ups. The mean stent eccentricity

was very low at time of implantation and continued to remain low at

3 (0.09 ± 0.03 and 0.09 ± 0.01) and 6 months (0.082 ± 0.028 and

0.076 ± 0.02) follow-up. Figures 2 and 3 indicate OCT images of two

patients who underwent Tetrilimus (3.5 x 28 mm and 2.75 x 28 mm,

respectively) implantation in left anterior descending artery (LAD) and

been follow-up at 3 and 6 months, respectively. The frequency distri-

bution of the strut-to-lumen distances together with cutoffs for strut
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F IGURE 1 Study flowchart. FU,
follow-up; OCT, optical coherence
tomography

TABLE 1 Baseline clinical and lesion characteristics

Characteristics Tetrilimus 3-month follow-up 6-month follow-up p-value

No. of patients 57 17 40

Demographic characteristics

Age, (mean ± SD, years) 55.0 ± 12.7 55.4 ± 8.1 55.2 ± 14.3 .957

Male, n (%) 47 (82.5%) 15 (88.2%) 32 (80.0%) .455

Risk factors

Current smoking, n (%) 6 (10.5%) 3 (17.6%) 3 (7.5%) .349

Hypertension, n (%) 32 (56.1%) 10 (58.8%) 22 (55.0%) .790

Hypercholesterolemia, n (%) 16 (28.1%) 3 (17.6%) 13 (32.5%) .342

Diabetes mellitus, n (%) 26 (45.6%) 8 (47.1%) 18 (45.0%) .886

Clinical presentation

Stable angina, n (%) 16 (28.1%) 3 (17.6%) 13 (32.5%) .642

Unstable angina, n (%) 19 (33.3%) 2 (11.8%) 17 (42.5%)

Lesion characteristics

Number of vessels, n 59 17 42

Target vessel location

Left anterior descending artery, n (%) 32 (54.2%) 11 (64.7%) 21 (50.0%) .631

Left circumflex artery, n (%) 17 (28.8%) 4 (23.5%) 13 (31.0%)

Right coronary artery, n (%) 10 (16.9%) 2 (11.8%) 8 (19.0%)

Lesion classification (ACC/AHA score)

Type A, n (%) 15 (25.4%) 3 (17.6%) 8 (19.0%) .776

Type B1, n (%) 20 (33.9%) 3 (17.6%) 13 (31.0%)

Type B2, n (%) 15 (25.4%) 8 (47.1%) 15 (35.7%)

Type C, n (%) 9 (15.3%) 3 (17.6%) 6 (14.3%)

Total number of stents, n 61 19 42

Average stent length, mm (mean ± SD) 24.0 ± 8.1 22.32 ± 10.0 25.14 ± 7.1 .211

Average stent diameter, mm (mean ± SD) 3.0 ± 0.4 3.1 ± 0.40 3.0 ± 0.36 .694

4 KAUL ET AL.



coverage and malapposition for both cohorts is presented in Figure 4.

Post-hoc analysis was performed to compare the difference in OCT

parameters for stents implanted in small to moderate sized vessels

(≤3.00 mm) and large size vessels (>3.00 mm) at 3 and 6 months

follow-up (Table 4). However there was no significant difference

between the results of ≤3.00 and >3.00 mm diameter stents. More-

over, there were no incidence of MI, TLR, stent thrombosis or cardio-

vascular death up to 6 months clinical follow-up.

4 | DISCUSSION

Tetrilimus is newer generation ultra-thin DES with biodegradable

polymer coating on 60 μm cobalt-chromium strut, eluting nearly 80%

of everolimus within 1 month and the remaining drug in 3 months.

These properties of Tetrilimus would perhaps limit the inflammatory

reactions in vessel after implantation, leading to healing process

similar to that of natural vascular healing cascade thus resulting into

optimal strut coverage and thereby decreased incidences of late

ST. Moreover, the ultra-thin strut of only 60 μm further adds toward

lower incidences of ST. This has been supported by a many clinical

studies13,14 and recent meta-analyses.3,15 Micaela Iantorno et al.

showed that lower the thickness of the struts, lower is the rate of ST.

They took stents from 80 to 120 um (ultra-thin <80 μm; thin 81–

100 μm; intermediate 101–120 μm; thick >120 μm). The analysis

included 69 randomized controlled trials with total 80,885 patients.15

Bangalore et al.3 have recently shown in a meta-analysis that in com-

parison with thicker strut second generation DES, newer generation

ultra-thin DES were associated with a 16% reduction in the target

lesion failure driven by significantly lower MI rates. These stents were

also associated with quantitatively lower rates of any ST. Thus, the

clinical performance of ultra-thin struts has been gratifyingly related

to lower incidences on ST and MI. Pathologically, thick struts increase

the laminar flow disturbance, flow separation, and areas of

TABLE 2 Paired cross-section level results for both study cohorts

3 months cohort 6 months cohort

Postprocedure Follow-up p-value Postprocedure Follow-up p-value

Number of analyzed lesions 13 13 31 31 -

Analyzed stent length, mm 24.42 ± 10.12 23.3 ± 10.21 .277a 26.55 ± 6.81 24.8 ± 7.88 .301a

Number of analyzed cross-sections 701 704 1807 1782 -

Cross-sections analyzed per stent 53.92 ± 17.66 54.15 ± 17.39 .878a 57.48 ± 12.84 58.29 ± 13.8 <.001b

Mean reference lumen area, mm2 6.67 ± 2.37 6.51 ± 2.15 .759a 6.38 ± 1.97 5.60 ± 1.66 <.001a

Mean reference lumen diameter, mm 2.84 ± 0.52 2.82 ± 0.49 .955a 2.80 ± 0.44 2.62 ± 0.39 <.001a

Stent analysis

Mean stent area, mm2 7.92 ± 2.78 7.99 ± 2.75 .301a 7.16 ± 1.87 7.17 ± 1.84 .716a

Minimum stent area, mm2 6.09 ± 2.42 6.10 ± 2.32 .965a 5.77 ± 1.68 5.79 ± 1.53 .802c

Mean stent diameter, mm 3.12 ± 0.56 3.14 ± 0.55 .230a 2.99 ± 0.40 2.99 ± 0.39 .912a

Mean stent eccentricity index 0.09 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.01 .287c 0.082 ± 0.028 0.076 ± 0.02 <.001c

Lumen analysis

Mean lumen area, mm2 7.82 ± 2.65 7.17 ± 2.43 <.001a 7.11 ± 1.79 5.44 ± 1.52 <.001a

Minimum lumen area, mm2 5.92 ± 2.12 5.36 ± 2.01 .003a 5.65 ± 1.62 4.03 ± 1.38 <.001a

Mean lumen diameter, mm 3.1 ± 0.54 2.97 ± 0.54 <.001a 2.98 ± 0.39 2.60 ± 0.39 <.001a

Mean lumen eccentricity index 0.14 ± 0.03 0.14 ± 0.02 .149a 0.142 ± 0.027 0.138 ± 0.039 .012a

Lumen volume, mm3 190.62 ± 97.78 174.32 ± 88.5 .011a 144.36 ± 57.66 175.6 ± 72.6 <.001a

Lumen area stenosis, % 15.0 ± 18.0 21.0 ± 18.0 .078a 9.70 ± 12.74 27.42 ± 15.26 <.001a

Incomplete stent apposition (ISA)

No. of lesions with ISA, n (%) 12 (92.3%) 6 (46.1%) - 31 (100%) 0 (0%)

Mean ISA area, mm2 0.36 ± 0.13 0.55 ± 0.29 .110b 0.32 ± 0.12 0 ± 0

NIH quantification

Mean NIH area, mm2 NA 0.93 ± 0.68 - NA 1.74 ± 0.73 -

Mean NIH volume, mm3 NA 21 ± 17.71 - NA 44.51 ± 18.53 -

Percent stent obstruction, % NA 12.04 ± 8.04 - NA 24.56 ± 9.09 -

Abbreviations: ISA: incomplete stent apposition; NIH: neointimal hyperplasia.
aLinear mixed model with random effects for lesion.
bStudent's t-test.
cGeneralized linear mixed model with gamma distribution and random effects for lesion.
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recirculation, and increase the risk of thrombogenicity. Further, the

perturbed flow around thick and protruding struts result into

increased platelet adhesion, inflammatory responses, and reduced re-

endothelialisation. Thus, healing around relatively thick struts would

be delayed as compared to thin and ultra-thin struts.16

In view of the ultra-thin strut thickness of Tetrilimus, the present

study was focused to evaluate degree of strut coverage,

malapposition and vessel wall response after implantation of

Tetrilimus by means of serial OCT analysis at 3 and 6 months follow-

up. The OCT strut coverage at 3 months was 95.48%. There was very

low and uniform NIH accumulation (0.11 mm) at 3 months, and was

devoid of any incidence of ISA. The malapposition at 3 months

follow-up was 0.46%. There are many studies in the literature that

show healing response of various stents at 3 and 6 months after stent

implantation and this study's results are in-line with the demonstrated

results of those studies.17-20 In a previous study by Kim SJ, et al. serial

OCT evaluation of everolimus-eluting stent was performed at 3 and

12 months after stent implantation. The percentage of uncovered

struts was 22.9% and 2.3% struts were malapposed at 3 months OCT

follow-up.18 The inclusion of moderately thick-strut stent with dura-

ble polymer coating might be the probable reason for the slight differ-

ence in coverage over struts and malapposition between these

studies.

The OCT strut coverage at 6 months was 99.77% in the present

study. The improvement in OCT strut coverage from 3 to 6 months

revealed incremental healing after implantation of Tetrilimus. This

excellent early healing profile was accompanied by very low and uni-

form NIH accumulation of 0.21 mm at 6 months, and was devoid of

any incidence of ISA. Moreover, there were no malapposed struts at

6 months OCT follow-up. Previously in a study reported by Puri R,

et al. for analyzing the safety and efficacy of Angiolite sirolimus-

eluting stent (iVascular, Barcelona, Spain) at 3 and 6 months. The OCT

strut coverage was shown in 86.3% and 83.3% of struts and mean

neointimal thickness was 73.7 μm and 73.9 μm, respectively at 3 and

TABLE 3 Paired strut level results for both study cohorts

3 months cohort 6 months cohort

Post
procedure Follow-up

p-
value

Post
procedure Follow-up

p-
value

Number of analyzed lesions 13 13 - 31 31 -

Total number of analyzed struts 5,597 5,526 - 15,600 15,354 -

Analyzed struts per lesion 430.54

± 202.2

425.08

± 187.99

.489a 503.23

± 142.09

495.29

± 158.4

.554a

Analyzed strut per cross-section 9.67 ± 3.34 9.61 ± 3.32 .782b 10.41 ± 3.22 10.13 ± 3.17 .015b

Covered struts per lesion, % NA 95.48 ± 5.99 - NA 99.77 ± 0.45 -

Uncovered struts per lesion, % NA 4.52 ± 5.99 - NA 0.23 ± 0.45 -

Malapposed struts per lesion, % 4.57 ± 3.87 0.33 ± 0.53 <.001c 4.33 ± 4.66 0 ± 0 -

Malapposed strut-to-lumen distance, mm 0.25 ± 0.03 0.37 ± 0.09 <.001
c

0.24 ± 0.03 0 ± 0 -

NIH thickness overlying covered struts, mm NA 0.11 ± 0.06 - NA 0.21 ± 0.07 -

Mean neointimal unevenness score 1.43 ± 0.58 1.75 ± 0.64 <.001d 1.32 ± 0.47 1.57 ± 0.37 -

Frequency of cross-sections with any uncovered struts,

%

NA 19.42 ± 19.62 - NA 1.74 ± 3.35 -

Frequency of cross-sections with >30% uncovered

struts, %

NA 3.99 ± 8.29 - NA 0.07 ± 0.38 -

Frequency of cross-sections with any malapposed

struts, %

23.83

± 17.41

2.62 ± 4.36 <.001e 24.89 ± 16.71 0 ± 0 -

Frequency of cross-sections with >30% malapposed

struts, %

4.75 ± 6.34 0 ± 0 .013e 2.83 ± 6.08 0 ± 0 -

Maximum length of consecutive segments of uncovered

struts, mm

NA 1.68 ± 2.25 - NA 0.11 ± 0.21 -

Maximum length of consecutive segments of

malapposed struts, mm

1.74 ± 2.56 0.22 ± 0.37 .077e 1.54 ± 1.49 0 ± 0 -

Abbreviations: N/A: not applicable; NIH: neointimal hyperplasia.
aRepeated measure ANOVA.
bLinear mixed model used for the analysis of “analyzed struts per cross-section” considering random effects for lesion; “malapposed strut-to-lumen

distance” was analyzed considering random effects for frames nested within lesions.
cLinear mixed model: malapposed struts per lesion considered random effects for lesion and different residual variance estimated by time.
dGeneralized linear mixed model considered inverse Gaussian distribution with random effects for lesion.
eRepeated measure ANOVA considering different residual variance estimated by time.
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6 months follow-up.21 Additionally, in the HEAL-EES study, mean NIH

thickness at 6 months follow-up was 133.06 μm.22 In contrast, the

mean NIH thickness at 6 months was higher in the present study than

some previously published studies (90 to 102 μm).19,20,23 Longer stent

length and complex patient characteristics could possibly explain this

disparity. However, at 6 months all stents were virtually entirely

covered in the present study and the strut coverage was at par with

the previously published studies. These findings endorse the concept

that healing improves with reduction of strut thickness.

In this study, the stent eccentricity was defined as: (maximum

stent diameter – minimum stent diameter)/maximum stent diame-

ter.10 There was a minor improvement in eccentricity through

F IGURE 2 OCT images of a patient who underwent Tetrilimus (3.5 x 28 mm) implantation in left anterior descending artery and followed up
at 3 months [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 3 OCT images of a patient who underwent Tetrilimus (2.75 x 28 mm) implantation in left anterior descending artery and followed up
at 6 months [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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F IGURE 4 Frequency distribution of strut-to-lumen distances for both follow-up periods [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 4 Post-hoc OCT analysis of ≤3.00 mm and > 3.00 mm diameter stents at 3- and 6-months follow-up

3 months OCT follow-up (Total 13 lesions) 6 months OCT follow-up (Total 31 lesions)

≤3.00 mm >3.00 mm p-value ≤3.00 mm >3.00 mm p-value

Number of analyzed lesions 7 6 - 18 13 -

Number of analyzed stents 8 6 - 19 13 -

Analyzed stent length, mm 21.9 ± 8.21 23.4 ± 9.61 .767a 24.5 ± 7.9 25.6 ± 7.2 .695a

Number of analyzed cross-sections 368 336 - 1,033 749 -

Cross-sections analyzed per stent 52.85 ± 15.8 54.23 ± 16.14 .252a 59.01 ± 12.9 57.9 ± 13.01 .075b

Mean reference lumen area, mm2 6.10 ± 1.87 6.24 ± 2.01 .339a 5.63 ± 1.66 5.49 ± 1.64 .078a

Mean reference lumen diameter, mm 2.78 ± 0.31 3.12 ± 0.38 <.001a 2.59 ± 0.31 3.03 ± 0.36 <.001a

Stent analysis

Mean stent area, mm2 7.78 ± 1.89 8.15 ± 2.75 .037a 7.09 ± 1.74 7.25 ± 1.64 .051a

Minimum stent area, mm2 5.85 ± 2.12 6.21 ± 2.95 .062a 5.70 ± 1.33 5.85 ± 1.68 .036

Mean stent diameter, mm 2.85 ± 0.39 3.24 ± 0.15 <.001a 2.85 ± 0.36 3.12 ± 0.32 <.001a

Mean stent eccentricity index 0.08 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.01 .089c 0.076 ± 0.02 0.077 ± 0.02 .281c

Mean lumen eccentricity index 0.13 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.02 .089a 0.137 ± 0.03 0.139 ± 0.03 .155a

Strut level analysis

Total number of analyzed struts 2,874 2,652 - 8,905 6,449 -

Analyzed struts per lesion 426.7 ± 190.2 422.5 ± 178.9 .399d 497.3 ± 156.2 494.21 ± 15.56 .114d

Analyzed strut per cross-section 9.02 ± 3.32 8.98 ± 2.98 .638c 10.17 ± 3.17 10.12 ± 3.16 .334c

Covered struts per lesion, % 94.97 ± 5.81 95.1 ± 5.87 .408a 99.75 ± 0.459 99.76 ± 0.462 .184a

Uncovered struts per lesion, % 4.41 ± 4.98 4.61 ± 5.01 .137a 0.222 ± 0.43 0.231 ± 0.44 .205a

Malapposed struts per lesion, % 0.35 ± 0.51 0.33 ± 0.52 .665a 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 -

Malapposed strut-to-lumen distance, mm 0.37 ± 0.11 0.37 ± 0.09 .462a 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 -

NIH thickness overlying covered struts, mm 0.112 ± 0.06 0.110 ± 0.04 .148a 0.210 ± 0.059 0.211 ± 0.060 .303

Abbreviation: NIH: neointimal hyperplasia.
aLinear mixed model with random effects for lesion.
bStudent's t-test.
cGeneralized linear mixed model with gamma distribution and random effects for lesion.
dRepeated measure ANOVA.
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6 months after stent implantation. The values of eccentricity range

from 0 (perfect concentricity) to 1 (extreme eccentricity). Thus, values

close to zero are ideal, meaning more concentric. Usually, lumens pre-

sent a little higher eccentricity than stents, due to irregular in-stent dis-

sections and tissue protrusions, which will define the NIH formation

over time. Same is the situation in present study where lumen eccentric-

ity has been higher than stent eccentricity. Through the results, it can

be postulated that though being ultra-thin strut stent, Tetrilimus por-

trays uniform expansion and concentric apposition over the vessel wall.

Additionally, through post-hoc analysis it was observed that the

data regarding >3.00 mm diameter stents were unique as the compar-

ative data showed that there was no significant difference in coverage

of stents, eccentricity index and NIH thickness over the struts as

compared to ≤3.00 mm diameter stents. The special interest in this

post-hoc analysis is due to the fact that published data regarding OCT

outcomes of ultra-thin stents is limited to stent diameters upto

3.00 mm. In fact, one of such stents, Orsiro is manufactured as ultra-

thin (60 μm) only upto stent diameter of 3.00 mm and Orsiro stents

more than 3.00 mm in diameter have 80 μm strut thickness. Hence,

this is the only study that documents the OCT healing parameters of

ultra-thin strut stents larger than 3.00 mm. In addition, these results

were in contrast to some previous studies that reported higher risk of

MACE after implantation of DES with diameter larger than

3.00 mm.24-26 Therefore it indicates that the healing pattern after

implantation of Tetrilimus everolimus-eluting stent remains similar for

vessels with small diameters and those with >3.00 mm diameters.

4.1 | Study limitations

The study had few limitations, such that there was no comparator arm

and any other diagnostic/imaging modality was not used along with OCT,

which would further authenticate the results of OCT analysis. Follow-up

at 3 and 6 months was not done in the same patients. There were no

clinical adverse events during follow-up in any of the study patients.

However, the patient population was small to establish clinical efficacy.

5 | CONCLUSION

The current study revealed rapid early healing of ultra-thin

Tetrilimus with a high percentage of covered struts per lesion within

3 months and at 6 months accompanied with low accumulation and

uniform distribution of NIH hyperplasia. Moreover, though being an

ultra-thin strut stent, there was no difference in vascular healing and

eccentricity after implantation of the Tetrilimus stents with smaller

and larger diameters.
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